Your Vibe Attracts Your Tribe

FOR A 12"x16" PLAQUE  Cut the two sections in half and align them on your wood along with the middle sections before tracing.
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FOR A 12"x16" PLAQUE Cut the sections apart along the dotted lines and then align them on your wood plaque along with the middle sections before tracing.
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FOR A 12"x9" PLAQUE Center the entire graphic as it is on the wood for tracing. The arrow front and back are then added (next page).
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FOR A 12"x9" PLAQUE Add the front and back arrow parts after you've traced the other page onto your wood aligning them carefully on each side of "affects".
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FOR A 10"x10" PLAQUE Cut around the entire image and align it on your wood for tracing. FYI: You cannot use thumbtacks with this as you can on the larger sizes. You could however put several in each corner or around the entire edge.